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INTRODUCTION : HEAD OF ACADEMICS

B

At this time of year, there are parents and learners who become confused and perplexed because many
of our learners do not know what they are going to do once they have left school. As a result, they do
not know what subject package (course) to choose. This is nothing unusual. Very few Grade 9 learners
will know what paths their eventual career will follow, and they are likely to change their minds several
times before they finish school. My advice would therefore be to seek out a course package that keeps
as many options open as possible, while taking your child’s interests and academic potential into account.
A typical example is in the case of pure Mathematics, which is needed for so many tertiary courses. I
believe that every average and above average learner should see Mathematics as an essential, and
choosing Mathematical Literacy should only be done after careful consideration.
The rules of subject combination are quite straightforward. Everyone needs to do four compulsory
subjects – two languages (English as the Home Language) and either Afrikaans or IsiZulu as the First
Additional Language; Mathematics or Maths Literacy; and Life Orientation. Thereafter, there are three
further subjects to choose which are referred to as “electives”. At this stage, Mathematics remains
the firm recommendation because it is more acceptable to universities and is needed to back up subjects
like Physical Sciences and E.G.D. There is no doubt, however, that Literacy is an easier subject for
learners who struggle with Maths.
Should a learner elect to do Maths Literacy, he/she can not choose Physical Science or EGD. Maths core
is necessary to properly deal with the challenges of these subjects. Further, Education Departmental
regulations stipulate that learners in the senior phase (i.e. Grades 10 to 12) may only make 1 change of
subject whilst in the senior phase.
In terms of the courses that are offered at Sastri College, all of the subjects that we offer are
considered as “designated” subjects, which means that they are all recognised by tertiary institutions as
acceptable. Of course, different faculties have different admission criteria, and an eventual Bachelor’s
Pass in Grade 12 is no guarantee of acceptance. It is a case of the better the quality of the pass, the
greater the likelihood of success.
By the time the final choice has to be made (end of term 3), your child would have had the opportunity
to read through this publication and discussed the various options in Life Orientation classes and with
his current educators. Your child will also be given the opportunity to attend a talk on Careers hosted by
UKZN in Term 3. No doubt as a parent, you will help and advise your child as well. Finally, though, I
would caution that it is ultimately your child’s decision, and not yours, and that it is advised to allow your
child to decide. Your child needs to be exposed to the wide variety of careers that are on offer. Our
Grade 9 learners need our support and advice so that ultimately they will be comfortable with the
decision that they make.

I wish you every success in your deliberations.
Mrs. J.R. Singh
Deputy Principal
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A NOTE FROM THE CAREER COUNSELLING DEPARTMENT

C

Our aim in publishing this booklet is to firstly assist the Grade 9 learners with their choice of subjects
for the FET phase. This weighty decision rests ultimately on our learners. We hope to ease this
daunting task by providing our learners with guidelines for selecting their courses. Secondly, we hope to
provide the parents of our learners with relevant information regarding the subjects and courses on
offer at Sastri College. At Sastri College we strive towards the ideal of a constructive partnership
between parents, learners and educators – an ideal we trust is attained via this booklet.
We urge our learners to consider their selection in a mature and responsible fashion, through seeking
information and advice regarding course selection, and by considering how a course/subject may assist
them in the future. We must stress that school trains you in “skills for life”, not a career – tertiary
education takes care of that. Your matric certificate empowers you to find a profession that best suits
you – it does not qualify you for a particular career. Learners are therefore urged to choose those
subjects that they favour and which they enjoy the most, for a love of one’s subject fosters a positive
attitude towards school. In addition, those favourite subjects often lead one towards a vocation.
Parental involvement is welcomed in this decision-making process. The staff plays an important role too,
for they can offer professional advice from an academic perspective. Learners should feel free to
approach their educators personally before the Career Evening. The counsellor, Mr. M. Naidoo is also
available for appointments if learners require help in any way.
WHAT HAPPENS AFTER I HAVE CHOSEN MY COURSE?
Although your choice of course for the FET phase is in the process of being finalised, learners especially
those choosing Physical Science will be given one more opportunity to improve their marks in English,
Mathematics and Natural Science before the final decision is made. Learners must achieve a minimum
of 65% and over in each of these subjects to qualify for the Science courses. Should these classes be
oversubscribed, learners will be ranked according to their aggregates in the Third Quarterly Tests and
the top 80 learners will be placed first in these courses. The remaining learners will be allocated
courses according to their second or third choice. Learners will be informed of the courses they have
been allocated early in term four. Parents will be informed at the end of the year via the school report.
I would like to wish all Grade 9 learners every success in the forthcoming months as they decide on their
career-paths. Compare the subjects you choose to a bunch of keys. Each key in the bunch (or subjects
in the course) unlocks a specific “career door”. In the next few years you must make use of every
possible opportunity to research these careers and to “open the various doors” to discover where each
of the choices lead. If you do this you will know what the possibilities are by the time you have to make
the final choice of career in Grade 12.
GOOD LUCK!
G.T. MOODLEY
ACT. HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
SOCIAL SCIENCES
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M. NAIDOO
SCHOOL COUNSELLOR

FET Promotion Requirements and
Achievement Ratings
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UNIVERSITY Requirements and
Achievement Ratings
• The Universities have recognised specific subjects that are specified by them and these
subjects form the designated list.
• A composite score called the Admissions Point Score (APS) based on NSC performance
will also be used in varying forms by the different universities. Some universities have
included a learner’s performance in various university access tests (written during
their Grade 12 year) in the calculation of the APS whilst others base the APS primarily
on a learner’s performance in the NSC exams.
In order to follow a degree or diploma course at a University or an Institution of Technology,
you will require, in addition to your national Senior certificate, specific requirement
stipulated by the programme you wish to pursue.

The points rating for the 6 subjects required for the NSC, excluding Life Orientation, will be
used in calculating the APS which is calculated as the sum of the 6 points rating with no
subject weighted more than any other.
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Academic Programme 2019
• Sastri College follows the National Curriculum statement. Subjects are offered in class
sets. All subjects offered are part of the university designated subjects list and count
towards university acceptance. Learners are always encouraged to seek “degree pass”
status but the system is designed to cater for the interests and aptitudes of the
individuals.
• Learners MUST study seven subjects. Subjects are found in two groups.

Group A comprises of compulsory subjects:
•
•
•
•

English
A choice of Afrikaans First Additional language or IsiZulu First additional language
A choice of mathematics or Mathematical Literacy
Life Orientation

Group B comprises a number of electives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Business Studies
History
Consumer Studies
Dramatic Arts
Economics
Engineering Graphics and Design
Geography
Life Sciences
Physical Sciences
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SASTRI COLLEGE
COURSE OFFERINGS FOR 2019 : GRADE 10 FET(CAPS)

GRADE
10A
10B
10C
10D
10E
10F

COURSE DIRECTION
ENGINEERING / ARCHITECTURE
COMMERCE
SCIENCES
SOCIAL SCIENCES
ARTS / TECHNOLOGY
SOCIAL SCIENCES

The following courses are being offered to Grade 9 learners for the FET phase. Learners are to select
course from

ONE

THREE CLASSES ONLY according to their results and meeting the subject requirements.

10 A
S2

S3

S6

S8

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
LIFE SCIENCES
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
GEOGRAPHY
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
ACCOUNTING
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

ENGINEERING &
GRAPHIC DESIGN

ENGINEERING &
GRAPHIC DESIGN

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
ECONOMICS
PHYSICAL
SCIENCES
ENGINEERING &
GRAPHIC DESIGN

ENGINEERING &
GRAPHIC DESIGN

Learners choosing Physical Science / EGD must do pure Mathematics and not Mathematical
Literacy. Learners who select EGD and/or Physical Science, as a subject will have to meet the minimum
requirement of 65% (in the First, Second and Third Term examinations) in ENGLISH,MATHS,NS &
TECH. Learners choosing Accounting must achieve a minimum of 65% in EMS.
Preference will be given to learners with the highest ranking.
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10 B
C1

C2

C3

C4

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
BUSINESS STUDIES

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICAL
SCIENCES
ECONOMICS
ACCOUNTING

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
LIFE SCIENCES

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
LIFE SCIENCES

ECONOMICS
ACCOUNTING

BUSINESS STUDIES
ACCOUNTING

ECONOMICS
ACCOUNTING

CIRCULAR S15 OF 2016
Learners choosing Physical Science must do pure Mathematics and not Mathematical Literacy.
Learners choosing Accounting must achieve a minimum of 65% in EMS. Preference will be given to
learners with the highest ranking in EMS.

10 C
S1

S4

S5

S7

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
GEOGRAPHY
LIFE SCIENCES
PHYSICAL
SCIENCES

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
HISTORY
LIFE SCIENCES
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
DRAMATIC ARTS
LIFE SCIENCES
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHEMATICS
ACCOUNTING
LIFE SCIENCES
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Learners choosing Physical Science must do pure Mathematics and not Mathematical Literacy in
Grades 10, 11 and 12. Learners choosing Accounting must achieve a minimum of 65% in EMS.
Preference will be given to learners with the highest ranking in EMS.

10 D
G1

G2

G3

G5

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
ACCOUNTING
LIFE SCIENCES
GEOGRAPHY

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
HISTORY
LIFE SCIENCES
GEOGRAPHY

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
BUSINESS STUDIES
LIFE SCIENCES
GEOGRAPHY

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS STUDIES
GEOGRAPHY

Learners who request these courses will be ranked according to their aggregate and placed in this
class first. Learners who do not qualify will be placed in either their second or third choice in
accordance with their choices. Learners choosing Accounting must achieve a minimum of 65% in EMS.
Preference will be given to learners with the highest ranking in EMS.
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10 E
H1

H2

H3

H4

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
ECONOMICS

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
LIFE SCIENCES

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
HISTORY

BUSINESS STUDIES
DRAMATIC ARTS

BUSINESS STUDIES
DRAMATIC ARTS

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
CONSUMER
STUDIES
BUSINESS STUDIES
DRAMATIC ARTS

BUSINESS STUDIES
DRAMATIC ARTS

Learners choosing CONSUMER STUDIES will have to pay a levy of R500, 00 per year (in Grades
10, 11 and 12) for the use and maintenance of the kitchen as well as the cost of ingredients for
the practicals. A special chef’s uniform is required for learners choosing the subject – it
consists of a white chef’s jacket, a pair of blue check chef’s pants and a white chef’s hat.
DRAMATIC ARTS learners will also be required to purchase a
BLACK T-SHIRT and BLACK TRACK SUIT PANTS for the practical lessons.

10 F
G4

G6

G7

G8

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
LIFE SCIENCES
BUSINESS STUDIES
HISTORY

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
LIFE SCIENCES
DRAMATIC ARTS
HISTORY

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
GEOGRAPHY
BUSINESS STUDIES
HISTORY

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS/ISIZULU
MATHS/MATH LIT
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS STUDIES
HISTORY

Learners who request these courses will be ranked according to their aggregate and placed in this
class first. Learners who do not qualify will be placed in either their second or third choice in
accordance with their choices. Learners choosing Accounting must achieve a minimum of 65% in EMS.
Preference will be given to learners with the highest ranking in EMS.
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Career Categories
There are many different careers, but all careers can be put into a category. Almost all careers fall into one of these
six career categories:

Interests and abilities related to each career category
Each career type draws people who are interested in the type of activities and have the abilities appropriate to the
career category.

1. Realistic
People who are drawn to a realistic-type career like working with practical, hands-on problems and finding
solutions. They often have these interests and abilities:
 like to work with animals, tools and machines


are good with drawings, machines and operating equipment



value practical things



enjoy building or repairing stuff



like working alone or with other realistic types.

These careers often involve working with plants, animals and real-life items like wood, tools and machinery. These
jobs are usually outside and do not involve lots of paperwork or working closely with others. The people who chose
careers in this category include: builders, fire-fighters, vets, security guards, game wardens, waiters and waitresses,
dishwashers and farmworkers.
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2. Investigative
The investigate-type career draws people who are curious about how things work. Such people usually:
 like to study and solve problems


are interested in science, data and ideas



have the ability to analyse and think through problems



enjoy challenges.

These careers involve working with ideas and searching for facts and solving problems in their heads. Such people
include scientists who work with animals, food and plants; chemists or pharmacists; dentists and orthodontists;
and obstetricians (doctors who specialise in delivering babies).

3. Artistic
Artistic-minded people are often highly creative and imaginative. The careers involve working with forms, designs
and patterns. Artistic-minded people like to explore meaning in art and they often:
 create things


come up with new ideas



enjoy art, drama, music, dancing and creative writing



thrive in an environment with few boundaries or rules.

Artistic careers often attract people who enjoy expressing their ideas freely and who can work without a set of
rules. People choosing such careers include art directors; artists – fine art (producing paintings sketches and
sculptures etc.); stage performers like dancers, musicians and actors or actresses; film and video editors; news
readers and reporters; floral designers and set designers for live plays and television and movies.

4. Social
The social-type careers draw people who love working with people and improving people’s lives. Such people
usually:
 care about others well-being


are good listeners



are concerned with social problems



are good at showing understanding



like to help others.

Social careers often involve working with, communicating with or teaching others. These careers include teaching
children and adults; nursing, occupational therapy; making artificial limbs; home health care; child minders; gym
instructors or trainers; and substance abuse counsellors.
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5. Enterprising
Enterprising-type careers are for those who like challenges and turning ideas into reality. They are often:
 good leaders and able to persuade people


good at selling things



keenly interested in business and politics



good motivators



ambitious and enthusiastic about ventures



make good entrepreneurs because they are not afraid of taking risks.

Enterprising careers usually involve starting and carrying out projects.

6. Conventional
Conventional-type careers often form the basis or backbone for the other types of career. Conventional careertype people:
 enjoy working with information


are very orderly and precise



enjoy good record-keeping



pay careful attention to detail



like a structured environment with rules.

These careers often involve following set rules and routines. These jobs may include working with details and
information rather than ideas. Usual careers include librarians; book keepers; accountants; secretaries; loan
interviewers and clerks that work in municipal offices, the postal service or the court.
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WHAT TYPE OF CAREERS CAN A PERSON ENTER?

Following are the full time courses that can be pursued after Grade 12 by Commerce-field students:













Chartered Accountancy (CA)
Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA)
B.B.M (Bachelor of Business Management)
B.Com (Banking and Insurance)
B.Com (Honors in Accounting and Finance)
B.A.
B.Com (Honors)
B.Com (Computers)
Fashion Designing.
Interior Designing.
Hotel Management
Tourism Management

There are various Diploma courses as well that can be pursued by commerce students after Grade 12:
























Diploma in Retail Management
Diploma in Accounting and Finance
Diploma in Human Resources
Diploma in Banking
Diploma in Infrastructure and Construction
Diploma in Marketing
Diploma in Plastic Technology
Diploma in Entrepreneurship
Diploma in Airhostess and Flight Steward
Diploma in Hotel Management
Following are the jobs opportunities available for Commerce students:
Charted Accountant
Lawyer
Interior Designer
Fashion Designer
Airhostess
Human Resource
Accountant
Investment Banker
Company Secretary
Banking Sector
Hotel Sector
Tourism Sector

Chartered Accountant or CA
Opting for Chartered Accountant or CA is one of the most rewarding choices of career after Grade 12
commerce with math. Still now in the discipline of accountancy across business establishments CA is regarded
to be the most coveted and respected professional positions, nevertheless you are required study to pass the
CA certification exam which happens to be one of the toughest.
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Company Secretary or CS
Though for a career aspirant with a good mathematical ability top professional exposure as CA is far better, if
you have equally a great aptitude for crucial legal matters concerning business, CS or Company Secretary can
also be a rewarding career. Company Secretary is a vast program and is really a challenging one and
obviously is equally rewarding in respect of career opportunities and growth.
Cost Accountant
Another lucrative option of career after 12th commerce with math can be pursuing a focused program in cost
accounting at the end of which you would be a certified cost accountant. Cost accountants play an important
role in making large business ventures manage all types of cost and expenditures and prioritizing costs.
Business Administration
Business Administration or management is always the most coveted discipline to become into management
position or playing top administrative executives role in business houses. If you are passionate about decision
making and complex maneuvers of management you can pursue a Bachelor of Business Administration or
BBA degree and after completing it can continue further by enrolling in a Master of business administration or
MBA program. For all commerce career aspirants still business management is one of the most coveted career
paths.
Marketing
One of the key functional aspects of any company is marketing and truly a bachelor degree in commerce with
marketing as the concentration area can be your further study to opt for a career after 12th commerce with
math. Especially if you have a creative mindset to come tinge age old strategies with something new and
effective marketing can be your career.
Finance and Stocks
If you have sharp mathematical abilities with academic brilliance in business and finance to choose either
finance or equity or foreign exchange as your concentration area for further study can truly be rewarding.
Finance professional or an equity expert more than academic knowledge needs to come out every time with
insights that makes the company to fix its strategy right.
Actuarial science
Is the discipline that applies mathematical and statistical methods to assess risk in the insurance and finance
industries. Actuaries are professionals who are qualified in this field through education and experience. In
many countries, actuaries must demonstrate their competence by passing a series of rigorous professional
examinations.
Actuarial science includes a number of interrelating subjects, including probability, mathematics, statistics,
finance, economics, financial economics, and computer programming. Historically, actuarial science used
deterministic models in the construction of tables and premiums. The science has gone through revolutionary
changes during the last 30 years due to the proliferation of high speed computers and the union of stochastic
actuarial models with modern financial theory.
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JOBS DIRECTLY RELATED TO A DEGREE IN DRAMA
 Actor/actress
 Stage manager
 Arts administrator
 Drama teacher
 Drama-therapist
 Television production assistant
 Radio presenter
 Broadcast presenter
 Dancer
 Musician
 Theatre director
 Theatre stage manager
JOBS WHERE A DRAMA DEGREE MAY BE USEFUL
 Youth & community worker
 Personnel manager
 Social worker
 Journalist
 Marketing manager
 Charities administrator
SKILLS DEVELOPED STUDYING DRAMA
 Creative thinking
 Critical evaluation
 Literacy
 Negotiating
 Organising
 Planning
 Presentation
 Research
 Teamwork
 Working to deadlines

FAMOUS LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL ICONS

CHARLIZE THERON

ARNOLD VOSLOO

PEARL THUSI
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WORLD REKNOWNED MUSICIAN: BLACK COFFEE
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ENVIRONMENTALIST – study the positive and negative impact of people on the environment. They are involved in
research, education and management of all natural resources.
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION FACILITATORS – people who teach others about the environment and how to protect
it.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT CONSULTANTS – people who study and report on the likely effects that a
particular development e.g. housing or a new regional road, will have on the environment.
GEOLOGIST – study the rock structure and processes on earth.
CONSERVATIONIST – think about ways that we can take care of natural areas and wildlife so they are available for
long term use. They are involved in projects to manage ecosystems.
MARINE BIOLOGIST – are involved in studying and researching all forms of marine (sea) life.
GEOMORPHOLOGIST – are specialists who study changes that take place in the structures of landforms on the earth.
They also study how these changes affect the physical landscape and people.
ECOTOURISM TOUR OPERATORS – people who take tourists on tours through areas where the environment is
protected.
DEVELOPMENT MONITORS – work for organisations involved in monitoring and evaluating development issues.
ECONOMISTS – look at how a country earns its wealth.
SOCIAL WORKER – work with people experiencing social problems.
STATISTICIANS – work out the figures that are used for graphical information.
RESEARCHER – study and make recommendations about development and sustainability.
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENTIST – advise disaster managers of national and international organisations in their disaster
management programmes, e.g. droughts and floods.
CLIMATOLOGIST – conduct scientific studies of weather and climate processes.
GEOGRAPHICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS – plan structures to accommodate possible damage to the
environment, e.g. as a result of flood situations.
LECTURERS AND EDUCATORS – teach or lecture on climatology, geomorphology, settlement and regional geography
at schools and institutions of higher learning.
METEOROLOGIST – study the processes of the atmosphere in order to forecast the weather.
STORM CHASERS – photograph and monitor severe storms to provide valuable information for future planning.
TELEVISION WEATHER PRESENTERS – read the weather forecast on television.
GEOMORPHOLOGIST - a person who studies changes in landforms.
HYDROLOGIST - a person who studies how rivers flow and how people use rivers.
GEOLOGIST – a person who studies rocks, their formations and their impact on people.
CIVIL ENGINEER - a person who builds roads, bridges, buildings and other structures.
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER – a person who plans structures to accommodate possible damage to the environment
caused by floods.
TOWN PLANNER – someone who plans the settlement layout and a design.
STRATEGIC PLANNER – someone who determines the best plan for a settlement so that it can function successfully.
AGRICULTURALIST – are involved in all forms of farming.
DEVELOPMENT BANKER – people involved in investing money in development projects: They often work for
organisations such as the world bank.
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Physical Science
Aerodynamics & Hydrodynamics
Astronomy
Chemistry
Cooking & Food Science
Music
Photography, Digital Photography, & Video
Physics
Sports Science
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electricity & Electronics
Energy & Power
Environmental Engineering
Materials Science
Mechanical Engineering
Robotics

Life Science
Biotechnology Techniques
Genetics & Genomics
Human Biology & Health
Mammalian Biology
Medical Biotechnology
Microbiology
Plant Biology
Zoology
Earth & Environmental Science
Environmental Science
Geology
Ocean Sciences
Weather & Atmosphere

Math & Computer Science
Computer Science
Pure Mathematics
Video & Computer Games
Careers in Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
No other career field holds as much promise for the future as that of science, engineering and technology. Jobs
are plentiful in research and development in health care, manufacturing and business.
Given the critical nature of much of the work in this cluster, job possibilities abound even in times of economic
downturn. More scientists, technologists and engineers will be needed to meet environmental regulations and
to develop methods of cleaning up existing hazards. A shift in emphasis toward preventing problems rather
than controlling those that already exist, as well as increasing public health concerns, also will spur demand for
these positions.
A career in science, technology, engineering or mathematics is exciting, and ever-changing. Learners who
pursue one of these career fields will be involved in planning, managing, and providing scientific research and
professional and technical services including laboratory and testing services, and research and development
services.
You should be a asking the following key Questions about your Career:
What do Scientists /Technologist/ Mathematician do?
How can I prepare for such a career?
Where are the best college and university programs to follow?
What is the job outlook for the future?
What are the salaries I could expect?
Where can I find more information and job postings for science related careers?
As a science, biology teaches us to ask questions, make observations, evaluate evidence, and solve problems.
Biologists learn how living things work, how they interact with one another, and how they evolve. They may
study cells under a microscope, insects in a rainforest, viruses that affect human beings, plants in a
greenhouse, or lions in the African grasslands. Their work increases our understanding about the natural world
[Type here]
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in which we live and helps us address issues of personal wellbeing and worldwide concern, such as
environmental depletion, threats to human health, and maintaining viable and abundant food supplies. Areas of
study include:
 Molecular and Cellular Biology
 Physiology
 Industrial Microbiology and Biotechnology
 Genetic Counseling
 Forensic Science
 Health Education
 Microbiological Sciences
 Botany
 Biology, Conservation, and Oceanography
1.Traditional careers include
Research
Health care
Environmental management and conservation
Education including Colleges and universities, Science museums, zoos, aquariums, parks, and nature
centers
2. New directions in biological careers:
Forensic science
Biotechnology
Politics and policy
Business and industry
Economics
Mathematics
Science writing and communication
Art
How can I prepare for a career in Science?
A. In high school
Take courses in math and science. Science and Technology careers need a solid understanding of math,
chemistry, physics, and of course biology. Taking these courses in high school will provide you with an
excellent background and allow you to explore what scientists do.
Talk to people in the field. If you are interested in a health care career, visit doctors or veterinarians and ask for
a moment to talk about their careers. If you are interested in outdoor work, talk to park rangers, land managers,
and other professionals in your area.
Explore your college options. Research tertiary institutions of interest. Talk to your guidance counselor, as well
as to admissions counselors, faculty, and current students at these colleges.
B. In college
Talk to the Faculty Advisor. This is a great source of information for advice on classes to take, career path
options, and job opportunities.
Consider how long you want to be Studying before you work. Sometimes a two-year college diploma is
sufficient. But most science careers require at least a bachelor's degree and honor’s degree even master's
degree. Research jobs typically require a doctorate, which may take five or six years of intense and demanding
training.
Ask your professors about part-time jobs. Many professors hire student assistants to help with library, field, and
laboratory research. You will gain money, experience and l also develop a professional relationship with key
members in the field.
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What is the job outlook for the future?
Job growth is expected in a number of areas, biotechnology and molecular biology in particular. Business
leaders have begun to address the issue of creating more science and technology jobs in the countries to
prevent them from being exported. Also, the number of openings in government agencies that manage natural
resources, such as the Science, Environmental and Agriculture Departments is expected to grow. These
openings will become available as many senior-level biologists and life scientists retire in the coming years.
Below are the General Pathways in
Health Sciences
Biotech Research & Development: Biotechnology
Diagnostics:
Clinical Laboratory and Medical Forensics
Health Informatics:
Medical Office Administrative Assistant
Therapeutic Services:
Dental
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)
Nursing
Pharmacy
Surgical Technician
Therapeutic Rehabilitation/Exercise
Possible Careers in Biological Science
A. Life Science
Animal Breeder
Animal Trainer
Anthropologist
Audiologist
Biochemist
Bioinformatics Scientist
Biological Technician
Biology Teacher
Biomedical Engineer
Cardiovascular Technologist or Technician
Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA)
Chiropractor
Dental Hygienist
Dietitian or Nutritionist
Emergency Medical Technicians & Paramedic
Epidemiologist
Genetic Counselor
Health Educator
Marine Biologist
Medical & Clinical Laboratory Technician
Microbiologist
Natural Sciences Manager
Neurologist
Nuclear Medicine Technologist
Occupational Therapist
Optometrist
Pathologist
Pharmacist
Physical Therapist
Physician
Scientist
Speech-Language Pathologist
Veterinarian
Veterinary Technologist & Technician
Zoologist and Wildlife Biologist

[Type here]

In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!

In Demand!

In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!

In Demand!
In Demand!
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B. Behavioral and Social Science
 Marriage & Family Therapist
Medical Social Worker
Political Scientist
Psychologist
Sociologist
 C. Interdisciplinary Science
 Patent Lawyer
Science Writer
Technical Writer
 Careers in Earth & Physical Science
A. Earth and Environmental Science
Aquacultural Manager
Cartographers & Photogrammetrists
Climate Change Analyst
Environmental Compliance Inspector
Environmental Scientist
Geographer
In Demand!
Geoscientist
Hydrologist
Industrial Health & Safety Engineer
Meterologist
Park Ranger
Soil and Water Conservationist
Soil Scientist
Surveyor
Water & Liquid Waste Treatment Plant & System
Operator

In Demand!
In Demand!

In Demand!


B. Physical Science
Astronomer
Audio and Video Equipment Technician
Aviation Inspector
Chemical Technician
Chemist
Chemistry or Physics Teacher
Electrician
In Demand!
Film and Video Editor
Food Science Technician
Food Scientist or Technologist
Forensic Science Technician
Nuclear Monitoring Technician
Nuclear Power Reactor Operator
Occupational Health & Safety Specialist
Physicist
In Demand!
Pilot
Power Distributor & Dispatcher
Power Plant Operator
Precision Instrument & Equipment Repairer
Ship & Boat Captain
Sound Engineering Technician

C. Engineering
Aerospace Engineer
Aerospace Engineering & Operations Technician
Architect
Automotive Engineer
Biochemical Engineer
Biofuel or Biodiesel Technology & Product Development Manager
CAD Technician
Chemical Engineer
Civil Engineering Technician
Civil Engineers
Commercial & Industrial Designer
Electrical & Electronics Engineer
Electrical Engineering Technician
Energy Engineer
Geographic Information Systems Technician
Hydroelectric Plant Technician
Industrial Engineer
Landscape Architect
Mapping Technician
[Type here]

In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!

In Demand!

In Demand!
In Demand!

Marine Architect
Materials Scientist and Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Engineering Technician
Methane Gas Generation System Technician
Nanosystems Engineer
Nuclear Engineer
Petroleum Engineer
Robotics Engineer
Robotics Technician
Semiconductor Processor
Solar Energy Systems Engineer
Solar Photovoltaic Installer
Sustainability Specialist
Transportation Engineer
Transportation Planner
Water or Wastewater Engineer
Weatherization Installer or Technician
Wind Energy Engineer
Wind Turbine Service Technician
D. Math & Computer Science
Actuary
Computer Hardware Engineer
Computer Programmer
Computer Software Engineer
Database Administrator
Economist
Math Teacher
Mathematician
Multimedia Artist or Animator
Network Systems & Data Communications Analyst
Remote Sensing Scientist or Technologist In Demand!
Software Quality Assurance Engineer & Tester
Statistician
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In Demand!

In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!

In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!
In Demand!

In Demand!

In fact, history is very practical, because it involves:
•Learning about people - how they interact, the motives and emotions that can tear
people apart into rival factions or help them to work together for a common cause.
•Learning about countries, societies and cultures - so many of today's conflicts and
alliances have their roots in the past; how can you negotiate with, trade successfully
with, or report on a country if you know nothing of its history?
•Learning to locate and sift facts - to identify truth and recognise myth, propaganda
and downright lies (useful in every aspect of life!)
•Presenting what you've learned in a way that makes sense to others - whether in
graphs, essays or illustrated reports - and having the confidence to defend your
findings.
All these skills are valuable in a whole range of jobs. So instead of only looking at
‘careers in history' you could also look at careers where it will help a lot if you've
studied history.
If you combine history with your other favourite subjects and interests - for example:
•History plus Art could lead to work in a gallery or auction house (perhaps via an Art
History degree, though there are also opportunities for non-graduates) or you might
want to become an architect or architectural technician, specialising in projects
involving listed buildings and heritage areas.
•History plus a keen interest in politics or a desire to make the world a better place
could lead you into a whole range of career directions - local or national politics, charity
work, the Foreign & Commonwealth Office, or the Civil Service, Law, to name but a few.
The Armed Forces are also delighted to get recruits with an interest in history; all
regiments are proud of their own history!
•History plus Media Studies could lead into print or broadcast journalism
•History plus Craft skills could develop into a career in restoration work
•History plus Leisure & Tourism could help you find work in the heritage industry
(Stately homes, theme parks, etc.)
•History plus Drama/Theatre Studies could help you find a role as a costumed guide or
re-enactor.
•History plus administration skills (e.g. Word Processing, Accountancy, Business
Management) could lead to you gaining experience in a variety of business careers then
taking this, and your interest in history, into working for a heritage charity, or managing
a historic property.
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Consumer Studies focuses on developing knowledge, skills, values and attitudes in learners to enable them to
become responsible and informed consumers of food, clothing, housing, furnishings and household equipment,
and to use resources optimally and in a sustainable manner. The subject also promotes the application of
knowledge and skills in the production of quality marketable products that will meet consumer needs.
Graduates are employed in a wide range of organizations, including for-profit businesses, trade associations,
non-profit organizations, and government. Employment positions in business are often concerned with
customer service, sales, manufacturing, marketing, savings, investments, housing, insurance, credit, and/or
public relations. Typical job titles include customer service manager, consumer information specialist,
complaint mediator, sales representative, product development and promotion specialist, and public
information officer.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Consumer Services and event management
Co-ordinates events within the fields of food or design.

Marketing and Management
Marketing consumer products within a company.

Public Relations and Media
Promoting products to consumers and dealing with advertising.

Product Development and Quality Assurance
Developing new consumer products suited to their needs – this could be clothing, food or furnishings.

Promotion or Liaison Officer
Introduce new / existing products of a wide variety to consumers. Demonstrate, develop, test market products

Journalism
Writing talent and creativity applied in the press, radio, TV media on a full-time, part-time or freelance basis.

Research
In the food, nutrition, clothing and housing fields, in the manufacturing industry and at research institutions.

Dietician
Register for private practice or in the service of hospitals / private companies.

Field of Clothing
Clothing designer, dressmaker, merchandiser, fashion buyer.

Field of Housing
Interior designer, housing consultant.

Hotel / Restaurant / Catering
Hospitality industry: manage game lodges, offer private catering


Food Services Management
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